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My invention relates to wall structures for industrial 
furnaces and, in particular, concerns improvements in 
unit suspended walls that are supported upon a plurality 
of vertically spaced, horizontally disposed bars. 

It is the object of my invention to reduce the overall 
cost of wall structures for industrial furnaces by reducing 
the amount of high temperature alloy metal which must 
be used in the wall structure. - 

In carrying out my invention, I employ horizontal 
support bars that are preferably relatively inexpensive 
gray iron castings. These are located in vertically spaced 
position on conventional vertical columns in the furnace 
foundation. They support and carry a series of detach 
able high temperature alloy hangers which in turn sup 
port the refractory tile that are exposed to high temper 
atures within the furnace. The space between the back 
of the refractory. tile and the horizontal support bars is 
insulated and I make use of the support bars and the 
detachable hangers to hold the insulation in proper 
position. 

In the accompanying drawings I have shown for pur 
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poses of illustration preferred forms of my invention . 
wherein: 

Figure 1 is a vertical section through a portion of a 
wall embodying my invention; 

Fig. 2 is a horizontal section through a portion of the 
wall of Fig. 1; 

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are detail views of the alloy hanger 
used in practicing my invention; 

Fig. 6 is a vertical section through a slightly modified 
form of wall construction embodying the invention; 

Fig. 7 is a horizontal section through the wall of Fig. 
6; and 

Figs. 8 and 9 are detail views of the hanger used in the 
wall of Fig. 6. 
The invention is particularly useful in connection with 

relatively thin industrial furnace walls particularly when 
they must be airtight, with low heat loss, easy to main 
tain, and somewhat flexible. Such a wall is illustrated in 
Figs. 1-6, one specific embodiment of this wall contain 
ing refractory tille to a thickness of 4/2 inches and insula 
tion to a depth of an additional 3 inches. 
The wall structure 1 is supported upon vertical columns 

3 which are ordinarily I-beams located appropriate dis 
tances horizontally from each other and mounted in the 
furnace foundation in a conventional manner. On the 
inner faces of the columns 3, I bolt a series of horizontal 
support bars 5 which are spaced predetermined distances 
above each other as dictated by the height of the tile 
blocks that are used. The support bars 5 are more or 
less channel shaped having a back web 7 that is slotted 
to receive bolts 9 that clamp the support bar securely 
to the columns 3, the slots reducing the weight of the 
bars and permitting some horizontal adjustment of them. 
The bars 5 are of identical cross section throughout their 
length (apart from the aforementioned slots) and have 
upper and lower horizontal shelves 11 and 13, respec 
tively, which are turned in toward each other to provide 
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vertical lips or flanges 15 and 17, respectively, at the top 
and the bottom of the bar. These flanges define an open 
ing 19 in the front of the bar which extends for the full 
length of the bar and, preferably, for the full width of 
the wall since the bars can be placed in horizontal align 
ment. The bottom shelf 13 contains an internal groove 
21 while the upper shelf 11 is disposed a substantial dis 
tance above the top of opening 19 due to the length of 
the lip 17. The bars 5 are cast from gray iron and are 
thus relatively inexpensive though strong and durable at 
relatively low temperatures, my work indicating that 
about 900 F. is safe maximum temperature for this 
material. * - 

Supported in cantilever fashion by each support bar 5 
is a series of cast high temperature alloy tile supporting 
hangers. 23, the precise design of which may vary within 
the scope of this invention. The rear portion of the 
hangers 23 in Figs. 1-6 has upper and lower flanges 25 
and 27, respectively, which engage behind the upper and 
lower lips 15 and 17 of the bar and which may be flared 
out at the sides as shown at 27 to improve their sta 
bility. The neck 29 adjacent the flanges is small enough 
and the opening 19 is large enough so that the hanger 
23 can be inserted in the opening. After such insertion 
the lower flange 27 is seated in the groove 21. This is 
preferably a rather close fit so that the bottom flange can 
apply loads in either horizontal direction to the support 
bar 5 without much free movement. The top flange of 
the hanger 23, of course, applies a load only in an inward 
(toward the right in Fig. 1) direction to the hanger bar. 
The inner end of the alloy hanger 23 has upper and 
lower flanges 33 and 35, respectively, the upper of which 
is flared out as seen at 33. These are connected to the 
outer flanges 25 and 27 by a more or less triangularly 
shaped body 37 which in cross section may be I-shaped, 
the web being open as shown at 39 to reduce weight. 
The hangers 23 support the main refractory tile blocks 

41 and with the type shown there is preferably one such 
i hanger for each tile, though the hangers could be de 
signed to carry two or more tile blocks. It is clear that 
the hangers 23 are freely shiftable lengthwise of the 
bars 5 and can be located in any desired horizontal posi 
tion, though after insertion the opening in the channel 5 
may be stuffed with loose insulation (e. g. asbestos) to 
hold them in place. In erecting the wall they are prefer 
ably, though not necessarily, located approximately on 
the midplane (below the center of gravity) of the in 
dividual tile blocks 41 that they support. The tile blocks 
41 are horizontally grooved on the top and on the bot 
tom as shown at 45 and 47, respectively. This provides 
inwardly facing shoulders 49 and 51 at the top and the 
bottom, respectively, and outwardly facing shoulders 53 
and 55 at the top and bottom, respectively. 

Adjacent to but outwardly of the tile blocks 41, is a 
layer of relatively soft block insulation 59. The inner 
faces of the lips 15 and 17 on the hanger bars 5 serve 
to locate this insulation and the blocks thereof are suit 
ably notched out or apertured so that the hangers 23 
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pass through them. The blocks are of such thickness (or 
rather the hangers 23 are of such length) as to be spaced 
inwardly of the outer faces of the hanger flanges 33 and 
35 by a distance corresponding to the width of the pro 
jecting portions 63 and 65 of the tile blocks between the 
shoulders 49 and 51 at the top and bottom thereof. 
Thus, each tile block 41 may be placed on a hanger 23 
on one horizontal level so that it rests on the top surface 
of the flange 33 with the portion 65 caught between the 
flange and the block insulation 59. The top 63 of the 
tile block is caught behind the lower flange 35 of the 
hanger 23 on the next horizontal level above. Adjacent 
tile will, of course, furnish a certain amount of lateral 
support and as shown in Fig. 2 the tile may be dove 



3. 
tailed ?? provided with keys and keyways as seen at 67. 

2879624? 4 
being spaced horizontally from each other by substantial 

Between the adjacent horizontal layers diftile '41 are : 
placed filler tile 71 which are notched out on their inner 
corners as shown at 73 to provide inwardly facing, shoul 
ders 75that will engage behind the outwardly facing 
shoulders 53 and 55 of the tile 41 to hold the filler tile 
blocks 71 in place. The joints. 77 between the tile blocks 
41 and 71 may be filled with fire. clay or suitable, mortar. 
as may the joint between the back of the filler tile 71 
and the face of the hanger 23, as indicated at 79. . . . 
An outer layer 81 of plastic insulating cement may be . 

troweled on the outer faces of the insulating blocks 59. 
It will be noted that the hanger bars 5 have upper and 
lower inwardly facing flanges or shoulders 83, which will 
serve to hold the outer layer 81 in place after it has 
hardened. 

It will be seen that the construction is such that the 
gray iron support, bars 5 can be in a low enough tem 
perature zone (preferably below 900 F.) for...their safe 
usage. Furthermore, the outer face of the web. 7 of the 
hanger bars 5 is exposed to air flow between the columns 
3 which tends to keep the bars 5 cool. 

in erecting this wall, the horizontal bars, 5 may be 
bolted at appropriate vertical levels to the columns 3 

the hanger bars. After this the block insulation 59 may 
be put in place against the inner faces of the hanger bars 
5. Then the tile blocks 41 may be mounted on the 
hangers 23 and they will serve to hold the block insula 
tion in place. The filler tiles, 71 are put in place con 
currently with the suspension of the blocks 41. After 
this has been done the plastic insulating, cement 81 may 
be troweled in place. 
The form of the invention shown. in Figs. 6-10 is 

similar, in most respects to that which has just been de 
scribed and the same reference, numerals are used where 
appropriate. In this modification, there are different 
types of tile blocks, the particular. form, shown...being a 
type' that is 7 inches thick, and consequently, a different 
type of alloy hanger is used to suspend the tile.blocks. 
The inner ends 101 of the hangers 103 are substantially 
the same as those in the previous embodiment. They 
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distances, a layer of insulation supported against the 
inner faces of said bars and passing said hangers but 
terminating short of the inner ends of the hangers, said 
hangers having vertical flanges at the inner ends, and 
refractory tile blocks considerably wider than said hang 
ers each resting at their...bottom ends near the outer 
faces thereof on a hanger, on one bar and at the top 
end having a shoulder caught behind said vertical flange 
on a hanger: on the next vertically adjacent bar, the outer 
faces of said tile.blocks being in juxtapositions to...the 
inner face of said insulation...and holding it against said 
bars, the inner ends of said hangers being spaced a 
considerable distance outwardly from the inner faces of 
said tile blocks, said layer of insulation. and said refrac 
tory blocks being thick enough to provide a temperature 
gradient through the wall such that said bars are sub 
jected to temperatures no higher ... than substantially 
900?** F. . . . . . 

2. The invention set forth in claim 1 wherein said hori 
Zontal bars have top and bottom verticallips' defining said 
hanger receiving opening and said hangers have top and 
bottom flanges engaged behind said lips. 

25 3. The invention set forth in claim 2 wherein the bot: 
tom horizontal portions of the bars are provided with a 
groove and the bottom flange on said hangers fits in said 
groove. 

4. The invention set forth in claim 1 wherein the 
outer face of each of said bars is provided with inwardly 30 
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have a horizontal body portion extending inwardly to a 
downwardly extending flange. 105 that engages behind 
the shoulder 107 provided in the notched out top side 
of the tile block. 109. The top surface 111 of the hanger 
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03 serves as a seat for the bottom surface 113 of the tile 
block and may also engage an outwardly facing shoulder 
on the tile block as shown at 117. Filler tile 119 fit, in 
the openings provided by the end shapes of the main tile 
blocks 109 as can be clearly seen in Fig. 6. 

Modifications in the precise structure shown may, of 
course, be made without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. In a suspended wall structure for industrial furnaces 

including vertical columns, a plurality of vertically spaced 
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channel shaped cast iron horizontal bars having their 
back faces secured to said columns, on different levels, 
means whereby a pair of vertically adjacent bars support 
refractory tile blocks forming an inside high temperature 
lining for, the wall structure comprising an inwardly 
presenting opening extending along the length of each of 
said bars and including a vertical lip, a plurality, of in 
wardly extending relatively narrow high temperature 
alloy hangers detachably received in said bar openings 
and each having an upwardly extending flange engaging 
behind said lip on said bars, the hangers on each bar 
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facing vertical flanges defining inwardly presentings 
ders and including a layer of insulating cement between 
the outer-face of said insulation and the outer face of 
said:bars so that said bar shoulders are embedded in said 
layer and hold it in place. - - 

5. The "invention set forth in claim - 1 wherein said 
hangers have upper and lower vertical flanges and said 
tile blocks have upper and lower inwardly presenting 
shoulders caught behind said hanger flanges. 

6. The invention set forth in claim 1 wherein said 
hangers have downwardly extending flanges engaged be 
hind upper shoulders on said tile blocks and have hori 
Zontal surfaces located above. said flanges on which, the 
bottoms of the tile blocks are supported. 

7. The invention set forth in claim 1 wherein said 
horizontal bars have inwardly presenting upper and lower 
shoulders and the bottoms of said:bars are provided with 
horizontally extending grooves, there being a layer. of 
insulating cement between said insulation and the outer 
faces of said bars secured. in place by said. inwardly 
presenting shoulders, said hangers also having down 
Wardly extending flanges fitted in said grooves, there 
being one of said hangers for each of said tile blocks 
and said tile blocks being supported at the bottom, by 
a hanger on one level and at the top by a hanger on the 
next upper level. 
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